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Ex Karisidenan Besuki region is a region that is very unique because of the vast area and population density is relatively high, the livelihoods of residents in the region Ex Karisidenan Besuki is a farmer. And the unique agricultural products in Ex Karisidenan Besuki are cane, coffee and cocoa. The third of these foods are things that can damage our teeth and oral health. Therefore, the need for dental care is needed to support public health in the region Ex Karisidenan Besuki.

Statistical data obtained and compiled from health department stating that the patient's dental clinic or dental hospital the year increases in ex Karisidenan Besuki, so Jember Dental Hospital is necessary to support oral health in Indonesia, especially in Ex Karisidenan Besuki as a first step to sensitize the public that the care of the teeth and mouth is important. Jember Dental Hospital will be built in the district of Jember because of geography Jember very strategic to be a referral hospital of the region other Ex Karisidenan Besuki.

There are 3 main issues that must be considered fundamental in designing Jember Dental Hospital, namely: building circulation, user psychology, and service network. With 3 raised the issue as a matter that must be met to be a design solution, Inclusivity chosen as the design theme. Inclusive design which applied to the building, it is expected that the physical and spiritual needs of patients are fulfilled.
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